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LBS & SGCC members to enjoy 
20% disc with a minimum purchase 

of 2 boxes in a single receipt


Credit card discounts are applicable 
to Maybank, CIMB or Citibank only

10% disc with a minimum purchase of 
2 boxes in single receipt

15% disc with a minimum purchase of 
5 boxes in single receipt

20% disc with a minimum purchase of 
10 boxes in single receipt


**Complimentary delivery for purchases 

above 30 boxes in single receipt  
(Maximum 10 Kilometers radius)

 
50% deposit is required upon confirmation 

and delivery period is from 
12  Jul - 10 Sep 2022

• Price quoted inclusive of all prevailing taxes

Order Form

RM33

RM39

RM40

RM45

RM40

RM48

RM45

RM45



Red Velvet Caramel Latte
红绒焦糖拿铁月饼

Purple Taro with Sago
香芋椰汁西米月饼 Diced Supreme Mix Nuts五仁月饼 Low Sugar Pure Lotus

低糖纯莲蓉月饼
Low Sugar Red Bean

低糖红豆月饼

Low Sugar White Lotus
with Single Egg Yolk

低糖单黄白莲蓉月饼

Black Sesame Lotus 
with Single Egg Yolk

黑芝麻单黄月饼

Low Sugar Pandan Lotus 
with Single Egg Yolk

低糖翡翠单黄月饼

The Mid-Autumn Festival will be rolling by 
soon. The 15th day of the eighth lunar 
month is always celebrated joyfully with 
lanterns and, of course, mooncakes. 
Authentic mooncakes have sweet fillings, 
either lotus seeds or red bean paste, but 
these days, they contain a variety of 
ingredients, with some rather imaginative 
creations. 

Ti Chen's Mooncakes aren’t just for a sweet 
indulgence, they also count as stunning 
gifts to your loved ones. Discover these 
delectable flavours curated by Chef Yau, 
be it with single egg yolk or low sugar 
preference, classic or modern flavours - 
there's something for everyone which will 
surely tantalize your taste buds.

Inspired by the legendary tale 
of the moon goddess


